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 TYCYNA'S CERNIHIV

 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

 H E P H I r I B

 IlaBJIO THHHHa

 MIß flPYT POBITHHK BOflHTb
 MEHE no MICTY ft XBAJIHTbCü

 BacuAeei EãAany

 floraHHeMO ïx aoraHÄCM

 ñK kohsl mo BÍTpaMH nepeH«
 th ií õaHHin caM pocTeM mo^HH

 pocTeM MH Tyro TaK hk »cojiy^b

 a Bce ac Aep3OTHHH cmíx
 Ta xi6a ac He 3aBiue mojioai>

 MOJiOAiiua or ycix

 fle xHjiHjiacb BepÕHHKa y nojii
 TaM Tenep napoT^roBe aeno

 npoxo^Tb peiíKH nepe3 no
 JieTflTb iCTOpilO iCTOpHTb

 Ynopa me ac « pa6n »
 CbOrOflHÍ rJIÄHb HK TBepAO TBOpHTb

 <|)ÍJIOCO<j)ÍK) AOÕH

 Hepe3 piHKy jiiHHBy i chvaxy

 mo MyTHá ac Ta po3CJia6jieHa yca
 HOBa B»Ce MHCJIb HBHJiaCH

 MepeacHo - npyacHa cremia ií CTHCJia
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 80 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

 MHCJib HanopHCTa

 nepeKHHyjiacb noBHCJia

 B 4>OpMÌ Ay^KHOrO MOCTa

 IlpoKJia^aeMO piaceM jiaMaeM
 Hi acazio am acajiomiB HeMa

 60 uè 3K cnjiHHOBaHicTb caMa

 AHy »c OKJienyiiTe okjihhhjim
 mo6 CHJia »CH3HHHá

 BJIHJia npHH^eUIHÍM nOKOJlÍHHHM
 BHHa

 3a6y^OBy€M bhcoko h ropw
 a»c rjiyxHM AoryKHyjiaca JiyHa

 Hexan me BHme n,ae BOHa

 3HaHHHM 3arocTpeHHHM CTajiiHHHM
 mo6 CHJia »CH3HHHá

 BJIHJia npHHAeUIHÍM nOKOJlÍHHHM
 BHHa

 IU,e He JieacaTb n¡A 3eMJieio 6araTCTBa

 me 3K eHepriH píhkh oxjiHHá

 HepnHÍM ^ocTaHbMO aac ao Ana
 AHy »c OKJienyiiTe okjihhhhm
 mo6 CHJia »cH3HHHa

 BJIHJia npHH,aeiHHÍM nOKOJlÍHHHM
 BHHa BHHa

 KynyeMO rA3ETy

 B BepjiiHi ií EcceHi
 y Pypi ií BecT4)ajii
 CTpHBoaceHi ni^HeceHi

 AO HaHBHiijoï §&ni

 P06ÍTHHHÍ paÍÍOHH
 3a nojiiuaiicbKHx naciß

 AajiH

 HOTHpH MÍJIbHOHH
 UliCTCOT THCHH TOJIOCÍB
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 TYCYNA'S CERNIHIV 81

 Ocb BOHa

 KJIflCÓBa HBapTÍH

 HenpHMHpéHHa « epecHfl »

 HÍMeubKa KOMnapTÍa

 14-ro BepecHa

 TpeMTÍTb couiajib - uepriöejii
 rJlHHa 3K BH npOTH po6ÍTHHKÍB

 rjiHHa

 Eimecb aie cBoeï 3arHÖejii

 MeTaJiicTÍB BepjiiHa

 KpHHÍTb mo HañBHme u,e Hauia
 ax

 MO»ce noMO»ceTbCH ax

 KaniTajiicTHHHa cTa6ijiÍ3au¡H

 Bace xpycHyjia Ha 3y6ax

 B BepjiiHi ií Eccem
 y Pypi h BecT(t)ajii

 cTpHBoacem niflHecem
 jxo HaiiBHmoï 4>aJii

 3yCTPWAeMO KOMCOMOJIblJIB OBYPEHHX
 YKPAM I 3HOBY HIKWHHIJTBO BHKPHTO

 FIpHXHTpeHee ^i^oße
 me itae Ha Hac hk boh

 ^[peMHe paöcbKe iroBe
 i Ha to6í HepHiroBe
 i Ha to6í oh-oíí

 Boho me CKpÍ3b Hera^aHO
 npoxoOTTb HK « cBoe »

 To npocnaHO to BKpa^eHO
 to jia^aHOM npojia^aHO
 h HeMa iíoro i e

 OKpHGM KpinKO nJIÄHaMH

 pOCTH yiHHp yBHCb
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 82 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

 3JieTH aeponjumaMH
 3aJIHBHHMH EjIJiaHaMH

 B MaHÖyTHG KOJIOCHCb

 MH CJiaBHMO MH XBaJIHMO

 mm jxiikjxeM no Mera
 MH ÓÕJiaBOM HH 3BaJiaMH

 a 3axi^ Bee tk oÕBajiHMO

 mo6 AaJli 3HOB ÍTH

 He3ÕopeHO 3ajii3HHO
 npoHTH 6e3 KaaTTH

 He cnaTb rojiy6ocH3HHO

 HayKOK) npoHH3aHO

 mo6 Bee 6yjio »chttä

 MH CJiaBHMO MH XBaJIHMO

 MH fliiífleM flO MeTH

 Hh ÓÕJiaBOM HH 3BaJiaMH

 a 3axiA Bee ^c oÕBajiHMO

 mo6 ^ajii 3HOB ira

 A HH HE eCTb I^E CAMI HAXBAJIKH
 ABO« 3AITAMOPOHEHHÍI BIJl YCniXIB

 O HÍ MH ACHO KaxeMO

 3 3aB0^0M UIKOJiy 3B'flXCeMO

 y Bei 3HaHHfi y3yeMOCb

 BpÍ3áCMOCb UI7IK)3yeMOCb

 nojiÍTexHÍ3y€MOCb

 IÜTypMyeM naHCbKÍ ycnpoï

 y Hac flo6a iH,ziycTpiï

 b Hac TeMir i TJiyM hohtohobí

 TpyAH i ahí abotohobí
 3aJlÍ3O6eTOHOBÍ

 Hexan Eßpona KyMxae
 a b Hac OAHa jihui ^yMKa e

 OAHa OAHa Typ6airia
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 tyCyna'S Cernihiv 83

 TpaaHuiH ni,apÌ3auÌA
 K0JieKTHBÌ3aUÌH

 He öaTbKOBa He HemHa

 flOHKa i Mac i HemHa

 Ufl MHCJIb yCÍM 3BÍ,aOMJieHa
 He3JiaMJieHa He3jioMJieHa

 nepeycBiaoMJieHa

 Ten 6ÍAHAKH-6e3XJii6HHKH

 i BH OflHOOCiÖHHKH

 3a XeMÍK) 3a 3BÍJIbHeHH5I

 ejieKTpHKy .aonHJibHeHHH

 (^OHAoycycnijibHeHHH

 Hexañ mh Í3OJibOBam

 xañ ahí b Hac M030Jib0Bam

 6yjiH mh ecTb i 6y,aeMO

 Becb cbít mh nepeöyAHMO
 nepe-nepeoyflHMO

 «nicjiü u;boro 3PO3yMiJio» pobithhk
 KA»CE « VOTO yKP-BAPIHABCbKOMy

 CMITTK) TAK 3APA3 BECEJIO»

 IlaHH moï piAHeceHbKi coõaKH cyHHHi

 TaHiíioHTe He TaHmoHTe ao TaHu-Tepopy 3yneHÍ
 He BHTaHmoeTbCH

 Oóepnucn nopocH na Kapacn
 Ho6oTy Ho6oTy no6oTy nijicyOTHHH
 noKJioHÍTecA

 Tari BH KpoTKi naHH moï oeBponeem
 AO uijiaxTH nojibCbKoï 3a,mcoM Hajiinjiem Haicjieem

 Hy npocTO 7K He HaMHJiyBáTHca

 Oôepnucn nopocH na Kapacn
 HoöoTy HoöoTy noöoTy nca-KpeBHHH
 noKjiOHiTecÄ

 He cnHTbCH mocb naHaM thm öijibuie reHepajioßi
 Be3po6ÍTTH IIoBCTaHHH ni^naji Ha ni^najioBi
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 84 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

 TÍJIbKH BÍTpe nOflMH
 Ceim nacmae nin ne ceucmae

 a 3a6oproBaHÍCTb 3aKOpÄOHHOMy KanrrajioBi
 a h 3 noAaTKaMH

 XßajIHBCb KOJIHCb XBaJIbKO a 3apa3 SHOE XH3y€TbCH

 mo Yiepamy h Bijiopycb no npaßy nojibimByeTbca
 B ìm'h opjia TiopMH HH BH nyeTe B ím'h xpecTa

 Ceim nacmae nin ne ceucmae

 OaHTa3yeTbCfl BejibMoacecTBy ox i 4>aHTa3yeTbCÄ

 bía yõoacecTBa

 Xjií6hhíí pHHOK ycox EKcnopTy san HanjiaKaHO

 Tpflce »c Te6e bcio TpÓ3HHO 3apÌ3flicaH0
 líe He üojibma a TpacijÄ caMa

 « FonKu puotca » a e puofcoï ü dyxy neMa
 He oaHHM ïï 4>auiH3MOM noÄMaKaHO
 KijibKaHáwftTbOMa

 Ta ii mo acaaTb oa 6yp»cya3iï KpiM noKopmHHH

 bía 6ypacya3i'í mo 3 pÓ3naAOM ABCTpo-YropmHHH
 me 6an Ha^ieTbCH

 Eydymb nam dymbcn nom noAonawmbcn

 A KopflOHH H060T0M noMopmem
 KOJIH H He 3HHKHyTb flO KÍHUA

 nepeMÍHHTbCH

 flyjIHCb nAHH ß 25 JIIT TOMY POBITHHK
 3rAAye 1905 pik ha HEPHirmmHHi

 Ilio 3a uiyM Í3 KaTjiaBaHa
 Mh THyTb naHa ApnnanaHa
 HH TO HepHi XBaJIbÕa

 HoMy XBajib6a HOMy me h nepm
 To»c KoHOTÓncbKi MaHCTepm KopioKiBCbKi 3aBo«H

 3ajiÍ3HHHHÍ MaiíCTepHi ^ KpojieBeiu> niAmnme . ^ rioniBKa BaTypHH
 mìa 60J10T Miac cui Miac . hm 3arpe6ejuw
 p036ypxajiHCH nojiyM'HM
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 tyCyna'S Cernihiv 85

 BypxajiH Ta Bee me Majio
 oh ipyMijio 3K inyMyBajio
 äk Te n'^He bhho

 MoMy bhho HOMy me h n'HHe
 TOEC Í3 BÓXBOCTOBa CeJIflHH

 HaH6ÍAHÍini cejiHHH

 6'lOTb nOMÍmHKa y CKOH "Fata morgana"
 He 6e33aKOHCTBO a 3aKOH Komo6HHCbKoro

 Bhjih ïx Ta Bee me Majio

 PoÕÍTHHIJTBy 6 CHJIH CTaJIO
 TaK He Benino cejio

 HoMy cejio HOMy He Bcnijio

 BO ApiÕHOBJláCHHIÍTBO He 3BaJIHJ10
 BJiacHHUTBO He 3BaJiHJio Xoh MH fioro

 6an « 3flo6pimaB » naH i nin «DiHaHcoBHM
 MaHi(t>ecTOM

 i MaHiçecTOM uap npHJinn

 Xan 6h Kpame He AoöpiuiaB
 Xañ 6h n o T i m MeHuie BiuiaB

 6o Ha nep3i ac Í3hob
 HOMy Í3HOB HOMy Ha Hep3Í

 IJe ä He öioprepcTBo b HiopH6ep3i
 UéxiBCTBO B HlopH6ep3Í JlioHCbKe nepuie

 He JlioHCbKHÍí 6yHTO-HOBr poayMiexboi
 w nOBCTaHHH

 i He XMejibHHUbKHH-llyraHOB w a He flpyre

 HoBrajia ií pyiea « BJiaAHHHH »

 KJiioHyjia ßeß'HTHM Cíhhh

 ryjibK aac pHÖKa h 6epe
 HoMy 6epe HOMy me ií pHÖKa

 TjiHHb TiopeMHaa noBHa rjiHÖKa
 peMHa HaÖHTa rjiHÖKa

 « mo »e nonaBCb roAyn myp'fl ïxhh ipomn
 ue BaM BC* ií arpapin » 3BHHaöHo

 Pyx npHTyx Cejio B»ce CHyjio
 Bpa3 IlOTbOMKÍHOM CTpyCHyjIO
 a»c Ha MHoro achíui

 HoMy HCHÍIU HOMy Ha MHoro
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 86 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

 EO BXe X BÍCHHKaMH HOBOrO A BCe ue 3po6HJia
 BiCHHKaMH HOBOrO ^eÄ 3ÖpoÜHOrO

 w T> . Tr • TTT • nOBCTaHHH
 H w T> PaAH 1 . KpOHUITaAT Tr 1 • IÏÏM1T TTT •

 npo4)CnÌJIKH ÄK AHHaMÍT

 TYT CAME flEMOHCTPAIJLH IIPOXOflHTb
 TETb UIKIflHHKIB CMEPTb IHTEPBEHUIÏ

 JIEHIH

 O^HO TÍJIbKH CJIOBO

 a MH B5Ke HK 6ypH
 FOTOBO

 HanpyxHM b oahh 6ík HanpaBHM b apyrnn
 i KpeUieM i KpHUIHM i KpyUIHM HK CTÍÍÍ

 JIEHIH

 Bcboro JiHin n'HTb jiiTep
 a CKÍJibKH eHepriii

 Taie pBÍTe »c

 UjapHM He noMoacyTb Hi 6pexm hí tkqct

 IHyMyñ BHuiyMOByn 3ajiÍ3HHÍí npOTecT

 I OT BÍH BMep I Ka»CyTb pÍ3HO
 to ce to Te HenMaHiOHé

 KjIHHeMCH KJIHTBOK) 3aJI¡3HO

 mo Bopor ymojn&H He BTene

 I OT BÍH BMep I Ka»CyTb 3 CMÍXOM

 « Tenep ^epacaBaM ciiokíhhíih
 flHXHeM XOH pa3 KOJIHUIHÍM flHXOM

 rpouiHCM cBOÖOAOHbKy 3a rpiui »

 Hexaô »ce 3HaioTb « naTpioTH »
 Hexan noBi^OMJiHTb « MiiuaH »
 He 3acnoKoï*MOCb mh äoth

 ax noKH 3 nojiH Becb 6yp'flH

 He BHpBeMO A BHpBeM ipÍ3HO
 EaraeTOM Kphthkh MeneM
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 TYCYNA'S CERN IH IV 87

 KjMHeMCfl KJIHTBOK) 3aJlÌ3HO

 mo Bopor »coach He BTene.

 CTAPA YKPAÏHA 3MIHHTHCB MYCHTb

 ITepeKOHOByioHH HacnnyiOHHCb

 kìjibkìcho ^kìcho nepexjiionyioHHCb

 npOÌÌMaiOHH B3a€MH0 npOTHJieaCHOCTÌ

 3anepeneHHHM cTaporo BHÔyxaioHH

 npHMyeM 3a 3aK0H0M flÌHJieKTHKH

 ao He3MÌpéHHoro MaiiöyTHboro

 OT»ce nepenoHH bcì aocjiìa^ccho
 OT»ce rjiHÖHHH bcì po3raaaHO
 OT»ce 3'acoBaHO bcì HeAOMyApeHHH

 Po3HceHÌMOCb mÒKHÍM no icTopiï

 MOÄe OaKpHIiIHTbCfl HaM BHJIOMOK

 OA He3BHHaiÍHoro MaHÕyTHboro

 äk nacTO 3 ApiOHÓro He3aAOBOJiem

 MH 3HeBÌpH€MOCfl XHJIHMOCH naAacM

 MH cnoTHKaeMOca rjiyxHeMO

 i HaM yace He nyTH hk nópuiHHMH

 xoflHTb ABÓroT no BcecBÍTy

 bìa HenocHAioHoro MaôõyTHboro

 3aropHHCb najiañ 3aoKpHjiioHCfl
 BKjiioHaHCb Ta He mjihbìctio 6aÔAy»coro
 He 6o»ceBÌjiJiflM i He o^naeM cn'iiHijioro

 a npócTpacHOK) chjiok) cbìaomocth
 mo6 MH 6yjiH hìtkìhiì ii HecnoKiinriini
 bìa HecnoKiiiHoro MaiíõyTHboro

 Bhaìjiah He noBTopiOHCb yB'H3yñcH
 OAnjiHJiH a Baee AajieKO bìa 6epera
 HaA rjiHÕHHaMH cyxoBiñHO HerÓAHHO

 Kopa6ejib 3ApHraeTbca nópuiHHMH
 XoAHTb ABHroT TaKHH 7KQ no BcecBÍTy

 bìa HecTapiioHoro MaiiöyTHboro
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 88 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

 ITepeKOHOByioHH HacnnyioHHCb

 KijibKicHO hkìcho nepexjiionyioHHCb

 npoiÍMaiOHH B3acMH0 npoTHjieacHOCTi

 3anepeneHHHM CTaporo BHÖyxaioHH
 npflMyeM 3a 3aK0H0M aíhjickthkh
 ko He3M¡péHHoro MaööyTHboro
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 TYCYNA'S CERNIHIV

 Hh MOXHa

 He roroTaTb, kojih ,no6a, ao6a
 rorone!

 CKoeopoda, « Chm<j)ohmi »

 After Zamist* sonetiv ioktav, Cernihiv is Tycyna's most heavily censored

 collection of poetry. The former, since its first appearance in a separate
 edition in 1920, and, subsequently, in the "collection of collections,"
 Zolotyj homin (1922), has not been reprinted even in part, and only
 recently have excerpts from it been cited in the better Soviet studies on
 Tycyna.1 Cernihiv, first published in 1931, and included in full in the
 third (1932) edition of Tycyna's poetry, has in all subsequent editions
 been reduced to only two poems: the first, "Mij druh robitnyk
 vodyt' mene po mistu j xvalyt'sja," and "Lenin" (i.e., "Tut same
 demonstracija proxodyt'. . ."). Most recently, two more poems have been
 "rehabilitated," making precisely one half of the collection accessible
 to the general reader.2 The fate of both collections is yet another
 monument to the Soviet approach to literature, but while the pattern
 of censorship - or, indeed, self-censorship3 - as applied even to the
 "bard of the Revolution" is all too familiar, the history of Cernihiv has
 its peculiar ironies. Thus, though it deals with eminently sanctioned
 themes - industrialization, revolutionary ardor, the transformation
 of society, Lenin himself - and treats them with ostensible orthodoxy,
 it still suffered the same fortune as the "ideologically vacillating" and
 "idealistically humanist" Zamist' sonetiv i oktav. Despite a few initial
 positive reactions, notably the enthusiastic reviews by the poet Nikolaj
 Aseev and the critic A. Lejtes,4 negative opinions came to hold sway.

 1 See S. Tel'njuk, Pavio Tycina (Moscow, 1974); there are also more guarded references
 to it in Leonid Novycenko's Poezija i revoijucija (Kiev, 1959).
 2 Cf. Pavio Tycyna, Vybrani tvory, 2 vols. (Kiev, 1971). The poems are "Kupujemo
 hazetu" and "Stara Ukrajina zminytys' musytV
 3 Thus Semen Saxovs'kyj (V majsterni poetycnoho slova [Kiev, 1958], p. 100) states with
 Stalinist impudence that Tycyna himself freely concurred in the suppression of his
 own work. Functionally, of course, it matters little whether the censorial principle is
 external or internalized. As far as the creative personality is concerned, however,
 the latter is by far more pernicious - and, sadly, quite typical for the Soviet sphere.
 4 Cf. Saxovs'kyj, Pavlo Tycyna (Kiev, 1968), pp. 132-33, and Tel'njuk, Pavlo Tycina,
 p. 155.
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 90 GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

 The reasons for the disfavor are rather obvious, and the more official the

 critic the more frankly he was wont to state them as nothing other
 than the poet's "formalism" and his "inability to correlate form and
 content." Typical of the categorical and unabashedly simplistic judg-
 ments on Cernihiv is this by Arsen IScuk :
 The deep ideas, the great historical meaning of Cernihiv, a work constructed

 out of rich and vital material, were not conveyed by the poet to the reader
 because the form he chose did not correspond to the content. Here the poetry loses
 much as a result of a crying contradiction between content and form.
 A striking example of this is the poem entitled "A cy ne jest' ce sami naxvalky

 abo z zapomorocennja vid uspixiv." The theme of the poem is the year of the
 great leap. It is a complex, responsible, historically significant theme. It
 requires means of artistic treatment that would assure an emotional contact of the
 reader with the ideas embodied in the given image. One should speak in an
 elevated and solemn voice about the national events which are the basis of

 this work. The poet, however, chose the form of a "oastuSka"...5

 To be sure, since that time such critics as O. Bilec'kyj (in his
 introduction to the 1957 and the 1961 editions of Tycyna's poetry) and
 particularly S. Tel'njuk in a recent study have sought to defend
 Cernihiv.6 But however much they try to explain and mitigate, they
 make quite clear both the vehemance of the initial hostility and the
 tenacity of the views that hold this work and this phase as a "xvoroba
 rostu."7 The same kind of retrograde poetics (coupled, of course,
 with different ideological premises) motivated the émigré poet and
 critic Jevhen Malanjuk as he pronounced Cernihiv a "psychopathic
 collection of autoparodies."8 The literary dogmatism of both camps
 notwithstanding, however, Cernihiv, far from being a detour, is in
 the very mainstream of Tycyna's poetic development; rather than an
 aberration, it is, from both a synchronie and a diachronic perspective,
 a centerpiece of his œuvre.

 In a real sense Cernihiv is nothing less than a "missing link" in
 the complex evolution of the poet; it is a key to understanding the
 road (which for some is a precipitous slide)9 from Sonjasni kljarnety

 5 Arsen Iscuk, Pavlo Tvcvna (Kiev, 1954), p. 85.
 6 Cf. Tel'njuk, Pavlo Tycina, pp. 148-60.
 ' (Jt. Saxovs kyj, V majsterni; Iscuk, Pavlo lycyna; ana u. Huoar, ravio lycyna : utera-
 turnyj portret (Kie'5, 1958), p. 60. In the introduction to the three-volume 1946 edition,
 Leonid Novycenko also felt obliged to say that Cernihiv was excessively "experi-
 mental," indeed "destructive," and thus justifiably forgotten (Pavlo Tycyna, Vybrani
 ivory, 3 vols. [Kiev, 19461, 1 : 9).
 8 Je. Malanjuk, Knyha sposterezen ', vol. 1 : Proza (Toronto, 1962), p. 302.
 " Ct. U. Urabowicz, ine foetry ot Keconstitution : ravio lycynas v sera u

 mojim" Recenzija 2, no. 2 (1972) : 3-29.
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 tyCyna's Cernì hiv 91

 and Pluh to Partija vede and the later poetry. Cernihiv, in short, highlights

 the various changes that occur in Tycyna's poetry - of thematic
 focus, of prosodie and linguistic devices, of the poet's ideology and
 his stance with respect to the represented world. It does this by virtue
 of an artistry that is unique in both its condensation and the brevity
 of its flowering. As with all the previous collections, the style and
 Weltanschauung of Cernihiv is peculiarly its own, but this is also the
 last collection to express the range of poetic complexity that is
 associated with Tycyna's earlier poetry; the later poetry, i.e., that
 which remained unimpaired by the official desideratum of a leveling to
 the lowest common denominator, achieved its aesthetic effects by
 different, "simpler," and more traditional means. Bilec'kyj is un-
 doubtedly correct in considering Cernihiv to be, by reason of its
 manifest content, the beginning of a new period in Tycyna's work.10
 After the highly engagé and tribunicial moments of Viler z Ukrajiny
 (1924) (cf. "Vidpovid' zemljakam," "Za vsix skazu," "Velykym
 brexunam"), the later 20s saw a greatly decreased tempo of creativity and
 self-expression, primarily in the meditative, inward-turning poetry of
 the "Kryms'kyj cykl" (1925) and the pained and no less reflective,
 in fact, almost mystical "Cystyla maty kartoplju" (1926), for which
 Tycyna was accused by People's Comissar Cubar of "peddling a
 nationalist opiate under the banner of proletarian art."11 To be
 sure, meditative and introspective elements and a mystical sense of
 oneness with the cosmos, with nature and with the community
 of man is also quite pronounced in Viter z Ukrajiny. In its unqualified
 turning to the social and communal, however, Cernihiv marks a sharp
 departure from the poetry preceding it. It is as if Tycyna were
 finally fulfilling a deeply felt imperative, an imperative which in one
 poem he stresses by having it voiced by nature herself:

 BecHa BCTae, BecHa BCTae,

 BecHa ao MeHe npoMOBjrae,

 OTT* Moe!

 3eJieHHMH JIHCTOHKaMH,

 rojiyÕHMH ÓHKaMH:

 HOM He ropHui orHeM-cniBOM,

 10 Pavlo Tycyna, Tvory, 6 vols. (Kiev, 1961-62), 1 :28.
 11 For a discussion of this attack and of Tyoyna's reply, see George S.N. Luckyj,
 Literary Politics in the Soviet Ukraine, 1917-1934 (New York, 1956), p. 122.
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 HOM He 3 KOJieKTHBOM?

 BecHa npH3HajiacH no Mene
 3eJieHHMH JIHCTOHKaMH. 12

 Cernihiv, in a word, actualizes the "kolektyv" and thus sets the tone for

 much of Tycyna's later poetry. It does so, however, with the full
 range of his poetic resources, and without breaking the threads of
 motifs and themes from his previous collections.
 Cernihiv, which Tycyna himself called a "poetic sketch" (narys v

 poezijax), has been compared to a form of literary reportage.13
 According to Bilec'kyj, its hero is "that very city in which the poet spent
 his childhood and partially the years of his early manhood, the
 city that was returned its youth by Soviet rule." "The time of the
 action of this collection," he continues, "comprises one day which
 is typical not only for the life of the new Cernihiv, but for all the Soviet
 Ukraine."14 While there is an element of truth in them, these obser-
 vations require deeper scrutiny. This is particularly so because the
 manifest content of the collection (which Bilec'kyj considers simple
 and straightforward)15 is subtly qualified by the very mode and
 manner of presentation. This is not only a question of what the
 early critics saw as a tension between the "form" and the "content"
 of the poetry. Here, even the "content" - the subject matter - is more
 complex than it seems on the surface. The conventional argument
 that this collection simply depicts the new "socialist" achievements
 and that, further, "the poet's main intent is to recreate the pathos and
 the heroicism of people at work, to recreate the high tempos with which
 the people realized the task of socialist reconstruction, the activity,
 energy, and effectiveness of the masses that is the basic feature of the
 new age,"16 does nothing other than reduce a complex structure to
 a narrow ideological reading.
 The key to this structure may perhaps best be found in the dramatic

 principles of this work. For Cernihiv is above all a dramatization of the
 present day - a dramatization, however, that in its stylization, its formal

 features, in its telescoping of the ethos of the whole society and in its
 presentation of a highly charged, monochromatic ideology, is very

 12 Pavlo Tycyna, V ser ci u moiim (Kiev, 1970), p. 81.
 13 ISõuk, Pavlo Tycyna, p. 83.
 14 Tydyna, Tvory, 1:28.
 15 Tycyna, Tvory, 1:28-29.
 16 Iscuk, Pavlo Tyëyna, pp. 82-83.
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 much like a modern equivalent of the mystery play. The dramatic
 tendency is, of course, quite pronounced throughout Tycyna's work.
 In Sonjasni kljarnety it appears as dramatic vignette (e.g., "Po xlib
 jsla dytyna," "Odcynjajte dveri"), as dramatized narrative ("Skorbna
 maty," "Vijna," and especially "Zolotyj homin"), and in virtually all
 the other poems as dramatization of lyrical perception. In the early
 period it is expressed most fully in the "feerija-drama" Dzvinkoblakytne
 (1915-17) and the psychodrama Rozkol poetiv (1919). 17 Subsequently,
 Zamist' sonetiv i oktav relies on a unique montage of reflection and
 dramatic vignette. While the straightforward and conventional drama
 (or "dramatic poem," as Tycyna calls it) Sevcenko i Cernysevs'kyj (1939)
 is not altogether successful, his two other long works, the heroic-epic
 "Sablja Kotovs'koho" (1938) and the "symphony" Skovoroda (1920-40),
 show the dramatic principle at a highly effective and masterful level.
 Tycyna's ability to evoke a "transcendent" dramatism is revealed
 in his superb (and still censored) poem "Cystyla maty kartoplju." The
 entrance of the crazed father who believes himself to be God projects
 a total, mystical dramatic tension that enfolds all of reality - the
 inanimate and the human, the mundane and the sublime :

 HaBCTÍHc 3 po3roHy po3KpHJiHC5i flBepi, i 3BÍOTH KpHHajio:

 riamarne jxony: äbhbch XpncTOc! 3ycrpÌHaHTe, cniBañTe,
 BHHTe B KÍMBajiH, raMnaim: flBHBCH XpHCTOc-Gor i uap Bain!

 Tnina HacTajia. HaByH 3auiHnÌB. FpÌ3ho-chhh - rama - y
 BiKHax -

 EjiarocjiOBJiflioHH HanpaBo h Hajiißo, yßixoAHB
 AO xara 6or: y coponui nia noacoK,
 6ocHH, jio6 y3em>KHH y rbsl najibiîi.

 Bor: YTOMHBCfl a! Cuay, nocH»cy. A mo TaM th BapHiu?
 3Haeui, cboroAHi boshochbcb Ha He6o i TaK 6yjio »cajibKo,
 TaK »ce Bac »cajibKo.

 For the most part, Cernihiv is far removed from such mystical over-
 tones. As we shall see, however, it embodies Tycyna's dramatic drive
 on various levels of its structure, ranging from the overall construction

 where the central issues appear like pliers on a stage and are given
 "stage directions," through the device of a dialogue between the
 poet's persona and an archetypal worker, to the dramatic content

 17 Cf. Grabowicz, "Poetry of Reconstitution," pp. 13-14.
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 of individual poems, and, finally, to the smallest semantic and poetic
 units, all of which throb with movement and energy.
 The essential, determining feature of the dramatic portrait that is

 Cemihiv is its focus on the people, the narod, and the concomitant
 utilization of the forms and devices of popular literature. Setting aside
 closer analysis for later, we can now note several outstanding moments
 in this development. First, Cemihiv marks the beginning of Tycyna's
 turning in the 1930s to popular burlesque and vulgarian forms;
 this culminates, and is most successful, in the already mentioned
 Homeric-Gogolian poem "Sablja Kotovs'koho", but it also plays a
 major role in the collections Partija vede (1934) and Cuttjajedynoji rodyny
 (1938). Tycyna's recourse to the tradition of the Ukrainian vertep and
 the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century intermedia and the achieve-
 ment of various, largely comic effects through a characteristic juxtaposi-
 tion of low and buffonic with elevated and bookish styles has been
 noticed (though not with reference to Cemihiv). What has not been
 noted is that these forms had attained currency on the Ukrainian
 literary scene. Specifically, this was in the spirit of the Literaturnyj
 jarmarok, the almanac of the officially disbanded VAPLITE.18 In
 slightly more than a year of existence and in the face of increasingly
 ominous official disfavor, it proceeded to publish a number of works
 of lasting literary merit by various "oppositionist" writers.19 The
 almanac was indeed run as a fair, with a melange of very heterogeneous
 contributions and with a given (anonymous) writer - a self-styled
 "Jamarkom," representing a fictitious editorial board of 697 members -
 serving as a master of ceremonies for each issue.20 His running
 commentary or guided tour through the almanac (replete with many sly
 Aesopian allusions) was explicitly called an intermedium. In the course
 of this, various objects of discourse - be they people from a conjured-up
 crowd, or writers like Bazan or Hoffmann, or herrings in a barrel - would

 materialize and add their voices to the polyphony of the fair. Dynamism,
 vitality and an irrepressible sense of the comic are projected as the basic
 characteristics of the Ukrainian tradition and the present "young
 Ukraine," and this portrayal is given historico-literary credence not
 only by references to the intermedia but to Gogol' 's all-Ukrainian

 18 VAPLITE (Vil'na akademija proletars'koji literatury) was a major unofficial literary
 organization of the late 20s uniting some of the most outstanding Ukrainian writers
 of the day, including Tyòyna. Cf. Luckyj, Literary Politics, p. 122.
 19 Cf. Luckyj, Literary Politics, pp. 151-57.
 20 Cf. Literaturnyj jarmarok 1 (December 1928) : 246-47.
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 Fair, as well.21 These same characteristics, and the central notion
 of a bustling microcosm of the Ukraine, are also at the heart of
 Tycyna's Cernihiv.
 Cernihiv is also quite obviously constructed as a cycle of statements

 coming directly from the people. This projection of the vox populi, as
 one variant of the above-noted use of popular forms, characterizes
 Tycyna's poetry of the 30s - primarily in Partija vede, but also in the
 war poetry of Peremahat' i zyt' (In one sense, this can be seen as a
 transitional stage between the early impressionist, symbolist and pre-
 dominantly "subjective" phase, and the late "objective" phase, where
 he overtly assumes the stance of a quasi-official spokesman for the
 nation, as epitomized by the war poem "Ja utverzdajus'." The difficulty
 with such a periodization, however, is that it can be clearly shown that
 the intimate and the tribunicial elements have coexisted from the

 beginning - cf., for example his pve-Sonjasni kljarnety poetry or
 "Za vsix skazu" from Viter z Ukrajiny. The determining difference is,
 rather, the degree to which one or the other tendency predominates, as
 well as the total acceptance of the official line in the late "public"
 poetry.) In Cernihiv there is a two-fold effect to the projection of the
 people's voice. One is thematic and ideological: as their feelings and
 words are made the stuff of poetry, the narod, the working people
 are apotheized, and their values become the new aesthetic, precisely
 as Tycyna had foreseen in Rozkol poetiv.22 The other effect is more
 subtle. By reason of the dramatic structure of the poetry and in con-
 sequence of the direct addresses by the "players," the persona of the
 poet disappears - he becomes a mere spectator whose presence is
 mentioned or implied only in the "stage directions," i.e., the titles
 of the poems. Essentially, however, this is an illusion, for what is in fact
 established is a form of aesthetic distance : the persona of the poet is

 2 1 Literaturnyj jarmarok 1 : 6. There are subtle layers of irony in these references to
 Gogol' (kknas trahicnyj zemljak") and to the "jarmarok" as his " ksorocyns'ka' vyhadka."
 22 Cf., for example, the words of the Worker :

 # 6yay ä ecTb, hk 6yB iiobìk,
 noeT-rojiOTa, poõíthhk.
 BcenpojieTapcbKaa cìm'h -
 ifleojiorifl moä.

 or those of the Communist :

 HepBOHHô BnaB aepojiiT:
 ecTeTHKa KOMnpOMicoBa -
 3a BiTpOM nojierijia...
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 distanced, "hidden," yet he is clearly discernible, not through sub-
 jective or lyrical signals, but through the formal properties of the
 poetry itself. Significantly, tensions and ironies spring up between
 the thematic and formal spheres, and orthodox ideology is counter-
 balanced by subjective nuances.

 *
 * *

 The first poem, "Mij druh robitnyk vodyt' mene po mistu j xvalyt'sja,"
 introduces the fundamental theme of Cernihiv - the dynamism of great
 social changes, or, as Soviet critics would say, the "pathos" of
 industrialization and the five-year plan. In three descriptive and three
 exhortatory stanzas, it sets a boldly militant tone for the whole work and

 also sounds the specific motifs that will subsequently be elaborated:
 the transformation of former "slaves" into worker-architects of the

 future ("ucora see z raby..."), the imperative of total, indeed ruthless,
 commitment ("ni zalju ani zalosciv nema..."), the measureless vistas
 of construction and energy ("Zabudovujem vysoko i hordo... See z
 lezat' pid zemleju bahatstva..."). But while the tone and totality
 is new, the poem's statement still draws upon and modulates motifs
 from Tycyna's earlier poetry. Such, for example, is the welcoming of
 a new urban Ukraine, which had been expressed (to be sure, with
 more qualms and nuances) a decade earlier in the cycles "Vulycja Kuz-
 necna" and "Xarkiv" in Viter z Ukrajiny. Still more striking is the
 elaboration of the theme of youth and of youthful energy. An imme-
 diate precursor in the militant, exhortatory key was "Pisnja kom-
 somol'civ," a direct prefiguring of the songs of Partija vede.23 For
 example :

 TO He BÍTep 3 flBOX 60KÌB
 3 Hauioro i 3 Toro, -
 TO 3aBHXpHJIOCfl CKpÌ3b

 ÖypHHO i MHOrO. -
 Mojiofloro, MOJiofloro,
 MOJiofliicToro!

 The boundless optimism, the inebriation of youth ("Ta xiba ne zavse
 molod'/ molodisa od usix") is also central to Sonjasni kljarnety, and
 the refrain of the last three stanzas, "scob syla zyznjana/ vlyla pryjdesnim

 23 It is dated 1921 and became part of Viter z Ukrajiny. Though included in the 1946
 edition of Tycyna's poetry, it has been deleted from the subsequent ones.
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 pokolinnjam/ vyna," distinctly echoes "Zolotyj homin," the poem of
 elemental, national rebirth, where the poet, quintessentially identified
 with the nation, exclaims :

 I BCi CMÍlOTfeCH HK BHHOI

 I Bei cnißaioTb kk bhho:

 R - jiyyKRK HapOA.
 Ä mojioahh!

 But the structure that animates this poem and proceeds to become a
 conceptual axis of the whole cycle is the interrelation of idea and
 reality. Again it can be established that in his earlier poetry Tycyna
 had juxtaposed the concrete manifestation of a "hard reality" with
 the idea or even the "metaphysical nature" of a phenomenon. The prime
 example of this can be the extended meditation on the idea and
 the reality of the Revolution in Zamist' sonetiv i oktav, but one can also

 find it expressed in such miniatures as "Odcynjajte dveri." In Cernihiv
 idea and reality are yoked explicitly. On the one hand, this is the
 notion of the idea made flesh - as expressed most succinctly in the
 third stanza :

 Hepe3 piniey JiiHHBy i cáñHy

 mo Myraá »e Ta po3CJia6jieHa ycÄ
 HOBa B7KQ MHCJIb HBHJiaCfl

 MepeacHO - npyacHa creiuia Pl cTHCJia

 MHCJib HanopHCTa

 nepeKHHyjiacb noBHCJia

 B <j>OpMÍ flyaCHOrO MOCTa.

 Similarly, in the following stanza, it is the galvanization of great effort
 ("Prokladajemo rizem lamajem") solely by the idea ("bo ce z spljano-
 vanist' sama"). On the other hand, this is the metamorphosis of
 concrete facts and events into ideas or an abstract reality, as when, in the
 second stanza, steel rails create history,

 ITpoxo^HTb peÖKH Hepe3 no
 JieTflTb iCTOpiK) iCTOpflTb

 or when the fruits of construction and industrialization become the

 "philosophy of an age." Thus, from the beginning, the process of change
 is total, involving both the physical and the spiritual spheres.
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 The second poem, "Kupujemo hazetu," immediately immerses us in
 this new world through its most pervasive features - mass media and
 official ideology. In counterpoint to the preceding, the focus of this
 poem is "international," and the mode satiric. We find here the topicality
 that one expects of a newspaper - and this is projected not only by the
 account of German elections, but also by the abuse heaped upon the
 socialists, which the Comintern then considered more vile than the
 fascists ("Tremtif socijaP-cergibeli..."). However, this intellectual and
 political primitivism, so typical for the Soviet reality being depicted,
 is doubly distanced. The statements are clearly those of the news-
 paper, not the poet's persona; moreover, as a corollary to this and
 as counterbalance to the impoverishment of thought, they are maximally

 stylized. As we shall see below, the lexical and prosodie features of
 this poem clearly associate Tycyna with avant garde tendencies in
 Russian and Ukrainian poetry.
 The following poem, "Zustricajemo komsomol'civ oburenyx ukraj

 i znovu skidnyctvo vykryto," reinforces our perception of the organic
 and polyphonous nature of Cernihiv. The outraged komsomol youths
 denouncing some "sabotage" could be encountered either in the street
 or in the columns of the newspaper, it matters little where - the
 phenomenon is typical for the society and essential for its dramatic
 portrayal. The most striking aspect of their statement is the way in
 which semantic structures seem to collapse. Incomplete sentences
 predominate, and there is a general feverish piling up of phrases, a
 nervous repetition and adumbration of words and notions that force-
 fully projects overheated emotions and overflowing dedication, precisely

 as signaled in the title.
 Beneath the surface turbulence, however, there again appear ideas

 rooted in Tycyna's earlier poetry. The first, expressed in the opening
 stanza, is the pained awareness that whatever his progress, there is a
 dark side to man. It can, of course, be dismissed ideologically as
 political sabotage (and the title invites such a simple reading), but the
 very formulation, "Jaremne rabs'ke ihove," recalls the refrain from
 "Pljaz" in the "Kryms'kyj cykl'"- "Jaki see raby my, jaki see raby!"
 - and clearly refers to deep human flaws that cannot be gauged or
 explained by political criteria. As the son said in "Vijna" :

 HeMae... Bopora
 Tan He 6yjio.
 TijibKH ií ecTb y Hac Bopor -
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 Haine cepue.
 EjiarocjiOBiTb, MaMO, iuyKaTH 3¡jijia,
 IIIyKaTH 3ÌJIJIH Ha Jiioflcbice öoaceßijuiH.

 In turn, the reference to "svoje" in the second stanza echoes the
 concluding antistrophe of Zamist' sonetiv i oktav:

 Opejí, TpH3y6eub, Cepn i Mojiot... I KOXHe BHcrynae
 HK CBOe...

 Cßoeac pyuiHHu« B Hac yÖHJia.
 Cßoe Ha ahí Ayuíi jieacHTb.

 The optimistic counterthrust, the hope for a new life expressed in
 the third stanza,

 pocTH yiimp yBHCb

 3JieTH aeponjMHaMH
 3aJIHBHHMH EjIJiaHaMH

 b MaHOyrae KOJiocHCb

 also has a deeper core. For the line "Zalyvcymy Ellanamy," with its
 evocation of "flowing grainfields" (i.e., "zalyvni lany"), names two
 writers closely connected with the Revolution and the Ukrainian
 literary renascence,24 and shows that here for all the Stakhanovite
 loudness a Ukrainian historical perspective is also involved. The last
 line, "v majbutnje kolosys'," reveals the belief that the nation - for it
 is the implicit object of address - will bloom with the fruit, the
 legacy of its sons repossessed by the soil. Here there is a direct
 continuation of the imagery of the masterful "Hnatovi Myxajlycenku"
 (a poem now censored, and Myxajlycenko, like Zalyvcyj, officially for-
 gotten);25 the identification of the revolutionary poet with his nation,

 24 Andrij Zalyvcyj (1894-1918), a founder of the Borot'bist party and a budding
 prose writer, died in Cernihiv in the uprising against the hetmán. Vasyl' Ellan-Blakytnyj
 (1892-1925), to whom the first poem of Cernihiv is dedicated, was a poet and journalist,
 leader of the Borot'bist party, founder of the literary group Hart, and personal friend
 of Tycyna's; before his early death he was a major presence on the Ukrainian literary
 scene. For their membership in the Borot'bists (Ukrainian communists not dominated
 by Russians) both became non-persons. In 1956 Ellan-Blakytnyj was rehabilitated
 but is now again officially forgotten.
 25 Hnat Myxajlycenko - writer, critic, and Borot'bist - was executed by the Denikinists
 in 1919.
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 the absorption of his martyrdom into the nation's destiny, is quite
 explicit :

 He yflBJiaeM, hk th tjiígui,

 HK y 3eMJii cHpiñ jiokhih, -
 60 3aBine th »cHBeui, ropHin,

 60 bìhho ayxoM njioMeHiein.

 Ule th BOCKpecHein, 3a3opiein,
 B MijibHOHax BCTaHein, 3aKHnHui:

 Horo, Horo, Hapo^e, ennui,

 HOM He Aep3aein th, He CMieni?

 (And, one may add, Tycyna also projects for himself this same ab-
 sorption into and immortality in the hearts of the narod in his
 testament - "See ne raz kolys' rozkvitnu.")26

 In Cemihiv, however, the idea of a national legacy remains in the
 subtext, not only so as to escape the charge of bourgeois nationalism
 (of which Tycyna, like virtually every other Ukrainian writer, was
 accused),27 but primarily because of the different focus of his poetry.
 "Zustricajemo komsomol'civ," in fact, voices loud assertiveness and
 confident prognostication. This flows over into the following poem,
 where it reaches still greater intensity. The title itself, "A cy ne jest'
 ce sami naxvalky aboz zapamorocennja vid uspixiv," echoes Stalin's
 well-known speech enjoining constant vigilance against overconfi-
 dence,28 while the poem paraphrases the goals of the newly inaugurated
 five-year plan. In the already established pattern, the minimal semantic
 load, where thought is reduced to slogans, is matched by highly
 inventive linguistic and formal devices. In the preceding poem one saw
 how reason was sacrificed to hyperbole and verbal exuberance, as, for
 example, in the refrain, "Cy oblavom cy zvalamy/ a Zaxid vse z
 obvalymo/ scob dali znov ity." Now, it is pushed to the limit :

 Hexan Eßpona KyMKae
 a b Hac OAHa jihiii ayMica e

 oflHa o,0Ha Typõaiíia
 Tpa^HLUH niapi3aui5i

 KOJieKTHBÍ3aUÍH

 26 Cf. V serei u mojim, p. 114.
 27 See Työyna's own reference to this in the poem "26-11 (ll-III)," part 2 in
 Pluh; cf. also Tel'njuk, Pav'lo Tyâina, pp. 172-73.
 ¿* See Golovokruzenie ot uspexov, Pravda, 2 March 193Ü, no. 60, and his òocinenija,
 13 vols. (Moscow, 1946-51), 12: 191-200.
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 He 6aTbKOBa He HemHa

 AOHKa i Mac i JlemHa

 UH MHCJIb yciM 3BÌAOMJieHa
 He3JiaMJieHa He3JioMjieHa

 nepeycBi^OMjieHa.

 Here again the verbal hyperbolism ("pereusvidomlena," "pere-pere-
 budemo") echoes Tycyna's earlier motifs, particularly of the "plakat"
 poems in Pluh (e.g., "Perezorjujuf zori"). The major effect, however,
 is one of comic, buffo exaggeration. Such lines as "tradycij pidrizacija/
 kolektyvizacija" (a singularly appropriate characterization), or the
 designation of the great new idea (be it "politexnizacija," "kolekty-
 vizacija," or "fondoususpil'nennja") as the daughter of the masses
 and Lenin, can indeed be perceived as being parodie, as the scandalized
 Saxovs'kyj notes.29 The effect is surely intended. For example,
 the description of the idea in the fourth stanza as "zvidomlena/ nezlam-
 lena nezlomlena/ pereusvidomlena" conveys nothing so much as a
 metamorphosis of that idea into mumbling; one need only add
 "zamamljana." In short, the slogan-mongering of the day is duly por-
 trayed, and the verbal devices themselves become a form of Aesopian
 commentary. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the verbalism and the incan-
 tations also have a deeper, non-comic significance.
 The following two poems continue with the dramatization of the

 attitudes and the ethos of his society as the worker, functionally a
 master of ceremonies or stage director, signals a new theme - the
 role of the class enemy, first as embodied by the Ukrainian émigrés in
 Warsaw, and subsequently, in a historical reflection on the 1905
 Revolution. The involved title of the first poem - " 'Pislja c'oho
 zrozumilo' robitnyk kaze 'coho Ukr-Varsavs'komu smittju tak zaraz
 veselo' " - again stresses Tycyna's characteristic elliptical and telescoped
 construction. The reason for the gloating of the Poles and the
 Ukrainian émigrés (the "Ukr-Varsavs'ke smittja") can be deduced
 from the concluding stanza of the preceding poem, where the Soviet
 Union's political isolation and general economic difficulties were
 explicitly noted :

 Hexan MH Í3OJibOBam

 XaH AHÍ B HaC MO3OJIbOBaHÍ...

 29 Saxovs'kyj, Pavio Tycyncu p. 136.
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 This poem, therefore, is intended to be a crushing rejoinder to their
 Schadenfreude. Along with the various topical references (to the
 economic and political problems of Pilsudski's Poland in stanzas
 three and five, to its imperialist ambitions in stanza four, to the alle-
 ged toadyism of the Ukrainian émigrés) this poem, more than any
 other, reveals the intermedial and burlesque elements of Cernihiv. They

 range from bawdy vulgarity ("do sljaxty polYkoji zadkom nalipleni
 naklejeni"), to mock sympathy ("Pany moji ridnesen'ki..."), to such
 folk devices as diminutives, synonymy ("sobaky sucyni"), the metrics
 themselves, and, most overtly, the folk saying in the fourth line of each
 stanza.

 Where " 'Pislja c'oho zrozumilo' " is a political lampoon, the following
 poem, "Dulys' pany j 25 lit tomu robitnyk zhaduje 1905 rik na
 Cernihivscyni," exemplifies popular history. Though there is no intent
 to mock, the diction, images, and devices are no less burlesque
 than in the preceding poem. The masterful development here, however,
 is the way in which Tycyna establishes nuances and polyphony even
 within the confines of an account that is stylized to be "simple." Echoes
 of folk narrative, for example, are found in the series of three rhetorical

 questions in the opening of the first stanza, as well as in the repetition,
 with but slight variation, of the opening lines of stanzas two and
 three : "Burxaly ta vse see malo... Byly jix ta vse see malo...." But what
 is most effective for projecting a setting of oral narrative are the
 questions that occur in the fourth line of each stanza. They are
 precisely like the interruptions of some naive listener, and the
 narrator, interestingly enough, sometimes answers them explicitly
 (stanzas three and six) and sometimes seems to ignore them. The
 context of the narrative is further amplified as the worker makes
 an aside in each stanza. This favorite device of Tycyna's has a possible
 dual purpose. It may be seen as an aside directed to the persona of
 the poet, since he (more than, say, the naive interlocutor) would under-
 stand the reference to Kocjubyns'kyj's Fata morgana, for example,
 or to the first (not the second!) Lyon uprising. (In the latter case the
 word "rozumijet'sja" stresses the privy nature of this communication.)
 At the same time these asides can be seen as an oral equivalent - for their

 diction is indeed that of informal speech - of the footnotes or glosses
 that every "proper" history should have. In either case, they increase
 the dramatism of the poem.

 The next poem leads us to the conclusion of Cernihiv, although not,
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 as some have argued, to its culmination.30 For long one of the
 two poems of Cernihiv to remain uncensored (along with "Mij
 druh..."), it was always entitled "Lenin." But as we see from the
 full title, "Tut same demonstracija proxodyt' het' skidnykiv smert'
 intervenciji," it is fully a part of the dramatic structure and not at all
 intended to be distinct by reason of ideological weightiness. As
 throughout, the title is essential, for it puts the poem in the context
 of the whole, like the scene of a play' thus revealing its structure and
 elucidating the opérant associations. Here a demonstration passes, as
 we are told, and the second part of the title is nothing other than
 the signs being carried, or, more likely, the slogans that are
 shouted : "Hef skidnykiv!" "Smert' intervenciji!" The opening "Lenin"
 - which is capitalized precisely like the title - is one of them;
 it is the slogan of slogans, the most galvinizing watchword of all.
 (It is rather less likely that it would be a sign or portrait of Lenin, for
 the entire emphasis is on the verbal dimensions. If Cernihiv were to be
 staged, however, a portrait of Lenin would certainly be appropriate
 here.) The text of the poem is the reaction, the resonance elicited
 by this potent name. Even more, it is a reassertion of the principle
 expressed at the very beginning - the power of the incarnate idea. In
 fact, this was already stated quite explicitly at the end of the preceding
 poem, where references to the Revolution of 1917 in action ("Rady i
 Kronstadt i Smit/ profspilky jak dynamit") are given this explanation
 in the "gloss": "A vse ce zrobyla ideja zbrojnoho povstannja."
 Now, the architect of that Revolution and the reality that is Cernihiv
 is apotheized. His name is the catalyst-idea for great upheaval, be
 it the Revolution ("burja") or the building of the Socialist Workers'
 State :

 JIEHIH

 OaHO TÍJIbKH CJIOBO

 a mm B»ce flic 6yp5i...
 JIEHIH

 Bcboro JiHui n'^Tb jirrep
 a cKijibKH eHepriñ...

 As the poem goes on to show, it, like all great ideas, lives on after his
 death. The last four stanzas are an oath, sworn by the entire assembly, to

 30 Cf. Tel'njuk, Pavlo Tycina, p. 156; his argument is motivated by the thematic
 and ideological "weightiness" of Lenin and not by the structure of Cernihiv as such.
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 remain faithful and ruthlessly dedicated to his principles.31 In this there
 is, of course, a strong echo of Stalin's speech on the death of Lenin.32
 It is also the core of the official secular religion of Cernihiv's world.
 That religion and that world are given culminating expression in the

 last poem, "Stara Ukrajina zminytys' musyt'." The situation can well be
 visualized as a final mise-en-scène, where the peripatetic poet and the
 worker, the marchers ("demonstracija") from the preceding scene-poem,
 the komsomol youth, indeed, all the players, join in a final statement
 synthesizing the whole work. Whether one sees the dramatism of Cernihiv
 in analogy to a cantata (with its narrative interspersing single "arias"
 with recitatives and choruses) or whether one sees it as a libretto
 for a historico-ideological folk opera in the spirit of "The East is
 Red," this last poem is the crescendo. The fact that it is recited or sung
 by the entire company is again clearly indicated by the title, which, in
 contrast to the others, is general and all-encompassing. But whereas
 the setting is unambiguous, the poem itself is complex.
 In one sense, "Stara Ukrajina" can be taken as a catalogue of current

 Marxist-Leninist formulas : it has even been suggested that here Tycyna
 was consciously attempting to incorporate into poetic form the Marxist
 "philosophy" that he, like other writers ("engineers of human souls"),
 was being taught at "special seminars."33 This Soviet reading of the
 motivation (and thus of the poetics) of the work is predictably trite.
 On the contrary, rather than the poet subordinating himself so such
 philosophy, it is the latter that is absorbed and transformed into a
 higher poetic vision. Characteristically, the elements of this vision are
 typical and orthodox, and yet peculiarly qualified. Thus we have the
 "law of dialectics," the transformation of quantity into quality, the
 teleology of inexorable History with which each stanza culminates;
 we have also the crass hyperbole of Soviet (particularly Stalinist)
 rhetoric :

 OTHce nepenoHH bcì flocjiiflHceHO

 OTHce rjiHÖHHH bcì po3ra,aaHo

 OTace 3'acoBaHO bcì HeflOMyapeHHÄ...

 31 As Tel'njuk points out, the last four stanzas were written much earlier, in 1924,
 on the occasion of Lenin's death, and only the first two were written concurrently
 with Cernihiv, i.e., sometime in 1929-30; cf. Tel'njuk, Pavlo Tycina, p. 157.
 32 See his "Po povodu smerti Lenina," Pravda, 30 January 1924, no. 23, and Socinenija,
 6:46-51.

 33 Cf. Saxovs'kyj, Pavlo Tycyna, p. 134.
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 We have typical self-criticism (stanza three), then self-exhortation
 (stanzas four and five), and finally the archetypical metaphor of the
 ship of state on its sublime but perilous journey.34 The manifest
 semantic plane, however, is subjected to far-reaching qualifications
 (and this term hardly captures the essential shifts that are involved). The
 first "filter" seems to be that of irony. The opening line ("Perkocovujucy

 nasycujucys* "), which can be taken as a concrete reference to demogra-
 phic shifts from village to city and to improvements in agriculture,
 already presents the phenomenon in an unflattering or "naturalistic"
 light. The following three lines, especially "kil'kisno jakisno perexlju-
 pujucys'," seem to simplify abstract ideas to the point of parody.
 Similarly, the optimism of the above-cited lines of the next stanza is
 simplistic to the point of silliness. Yet, while the possibility of irony
 is not to be denied, because it inheres in the aesthetic distance that
 Tycyna maintains throughout the cycle, it is not a determining
 mode. The reason for this is not because certain elements - such as

 nomadic wandering, the "sloshing over" of quantity into quality, the
 "exploding" of the old - become appropriate in terms of the metaphor
 of a ship passing through stormy seas. Rather, it is because a different
 and insistent tone becomes dominant. This is a tone, or aura, that
 seeks to reflect what, for want of a better term, can be called a
 quasi-mystical experience of man faced with transcendent, eternal
 powers. In one sense these are the cosmic forces ("porsnjamy/ xodyt'
 dvyhot po vsesvitu") that Tycyna had apotheized earlier in "V kos-
 micnomu orkestri." This is also the inexorable flow of life and the

 need to accept and grow with it that he later epitomized in "Poxoron
 druha." Here, this transcendency is above all the Idea or the Power of
 History, perceived most simply as the future. It is not the rationalist
 absolute of Marx and Hegel, but something as sublime as the Divinity,
 and "Stara Ukrajina" is nothing less than a hymn to it. The poem's
 hymnal properties are established not only on the semantic level, that
 is, in the striving for the future and the desire to possess at least
 a fragment of it :

 Po3»ceHÌMOCb ijiòkhìm no icTopiï

 MOHCe OAKpHIiIHTbCfl HaM BHJIOMOK

 OA He3BHHaöHoro MaööyTHboro

 or in the confession of weakness and unworthiness in the face

 34 Arthur Koestler in Darkness at Noon speaks of the pervasiveness of this metaphor
 in Comintern (and not only Soviet) pronouncements.
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 of it (stanza three), or, finally, in the fervent exhortation to become
 more perfect and more like it (stanza four). The full sense of this
 experience, structurally so similar to a religious one, must also be
 conveyed by non-semantic elements. The poem has a remarkably
 resonant instrumentation, with rich alliteration and internal rhymes
 and a general sonorousness that is particularly emphasized by its tonic
 meter. The lines, as one critic has noted, have the inexorable drive of
 breakers striking a ship.35 The regularity, the repetitions, the flow
 of long syntactic units give the whole a strong sense of incantation, which
 is climaxed by the build-up to and then the falling cadence in the
 last line of each stanza. Here there is a most effective fusion of

 meaning, sound, and rhythm. The invocations to the future - "do
 nezmirennoho... od nezvycajnoho... vid neposydjucoho... vid nespo-
 kijnoho... vid nestarijucoho... do nezmirennoho majbutn'oho" - seem
 to echo the synonyms for the Deity that one encounters in Christian
 liturgy (as in the refrain, "Svjatyj Boze, Svjatyj Kripkyj, Svjatyj
 Bezsmertnyj pomyluj nas"). While there is no doubt that Tycyna
 rejected Christian dogma quite early in his life, it is also rather evident
 that the deep structure of an emotional openness to and resonance
 with the infinite remained with him.

 This indeed leads us to a crucial point. The sense of partaking in
 great, transcendent forces - the Revolution, the nation, the cosmic
 orchestra - has been a manifest feature of Tycyna's previous poetry.
 It was expressed at its "purest" - that is, least topical and most
 "mystical" and emotional - in the poem-manifesto "Sonjasni kljarnety" :

 Ä 6yB - He JI. JIhui Mpia, coh.
 HaBKOJIO - A3BOHHÌ 3ryKH,

 I IliTbMH TBOpHOÏ XHTOH,

 I 6jiaroBÍcHÍ pyKH.

 IlpoKHHyBCb a - ia BHce Th:
 Hafl MHOK), niflo mhoio

 TopflTb cbíth, 6iacaTb cbíth
 My3HHHOK) piKOK).

 I cTeacHB a, i a BecHÍB:

 AKOpOTJIHCb njIHHeTH.

 HaBÍK a B3HaB, mo Th He Fhìb, -
 JIhih Cohhuihí KjiapHeTH.

 35 TeFnjuk, Pavio Tyèina, p. 158.
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 In "Stara Ukrajina," the feeling of being part of a cosmic rhythm (in
 "Sonjasni kljarnety" : "U tanci ja, rytmiönyj rax,/ V bezsmertnim vsi
 planety") is given in a different key: the poem is colored by a
 peculiar dread or angst, which can be taken as a uniquely Tycynian
 form of timor Dei. (It is understood that on this deeper level the poem
 is no longer defined solely by the mise-en-scène and the vox populi; it
 clearly differs from the others in its complexity, and here the voice of the

 poet is most discernible. On the other hand, this sense of uneasiness is
 not out of tune with the whole of Cernihiv, for, as we have seen, it
 portrays a whole society and ethos, and not simply a social realist
 celebration of "achievements.")
 The perception of an angry God, of sinister forces, of the antipode

 to the feeling expressed in "Sonjasni kljarnety" ("Navik ja vznav, sco
 Ty ne Hniv...") is not new for Tycyna. It animates Zamisi' sonetiv i
 oktav and is epitomized in the apocalyptic notes of such poems as
 "Mesija." Its most pithy formulation is contained in "Viter" in the
 fearful question of those who flee the Revolution: "Sco ty za sylo
 jesy?" In Cernihiv 's culminating poem, the undercurrent of dread is
 given subtly and on more than one plane. In the opening (and
 closing) stanza there are no "negative" elements, except perhaps for
 the general indication of setting out on uncharted waters (and this
 restlessness is then amplified by every epithet for the future). By the
 second stanza, however, there is already a discordant note. The insistent
 assertion of achievement with the anaphoric "otze" culminates with
 a subdued "moze odkrysytsja nam vylomok/ od nezvycajnoho majbut-
 n'oho." In the next stanza, the notion of this mere fragment is elaborated

 into an extended depiction of failure and inadequacy :

 äk nacTO 3 flpi6HÓro He3a,aoBOJieHÌ
 MH 3HeBÍpH€MOCH XHJIHMOC5I na£a€M

 MH cnoTHKaeMOCfl rjiyxHeMO

 i HaM yace He nyTH hk nópuiHHMH
 xoAHTb flBÓroT no BcecßiTy

 bía HenocHAioHoro ManGyraboro

 The exhortation of the following stanza shows the ever-present pitfalls,
 even in acceptance :

 BKJiioHaHCb Ta He mjihbíctk) õaiiflyacoro
 He GoHceBLJijTHM i He OOTaeM cn'imijioro...
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 Finally, when the image of the ship is introduced, the setting is quite
 somber, and the journey is defined solely by dangers and the absence
 of any firm bearings :

 Ootjihjih a Bxe aajieieo Biß õepera
 Haß rjiHÖHHaMH cyxoBÍHHo HerÓAflHO

 Kopa6ejib 3flpHraeTbCH nopimwMH

 XoflHTb flBHrOT TaKHH HCe ÜO BCeCBÍTy

 bía HecTapiioHoro MaâõyTHboro

 When the opening stanza is now repeated, we see that its assertions
 are made in the face of unknown perils; it seems to intuit (analogously
 to the prescience of the last line of Zamist' sonetiv i oktav) that the
 course ahead - in actuality, the Stalinist 1930s- is unlike any traveled
 before. Along with this circular construction and the absence of any
 clear resolution, there are non-semantic elements that contribute to

 a sense of unease. Primarily, this is the insistent, inexorable rhythm,
 which, in contrast to the preceding poems, shows no irregularities,
 no exclamations, no intimation of individuality. Instead there is
 a heightened sense of impersonality. Man, the passenger on the
 Ship of State, is in no position to affect its course; all he can do, as
 we see from the exhortation in stanza four, is to become part of the
 process and to become conscious of it.

 To speak of the formal properties of Cemihiv is to speak of
 its meaning. This is so not only by reason of the generally accepted
 idea that form and content are inseparable in poetry, but also because
 of the programmatic nature of the work itself. Cernihiv expresses the
 essence of the new life in various ways, but above all by capturing its
 sounds and rhythms. To a degree unmatched in his total œuvre Työyna
 makes use of the language of newspapers, of party slogans and
 exhortations, of everyday expressions, broad popular humor, and the
 "agit-prop" idiom. This is epitomized by his weaving in of well-known
 moments from Stalin's speeches - the above-noted echo of the "dizzy
 from success" speech, as well as the eulogy for Lenin, with its
 drumbeat of "kljanëmsja tebe tovarisc Lenin...."36 (Tycyna, in fact,
 makes a rather clear allusion to Stalin in the term "zalizno" - i.e.,
 "Kljanemsja kljatvoju zalizno.") Characteristically, he is quite ready

 36 See fn. 32. It is interesting to note that the device of a thematic refrain in a eulogy
 was later used with great mastery in "Poxoron druha."
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 to bare the device, as, for example, in "Kupujemo hazetu," which
 is replete with newspaper jargon and which delights in rhyming, with
 the help of neologisms if need be, exotic, "impossible" words :
 cvartija-kompartija, jeresnja-veresnja, etc.

 Indeed, neologisms are the center of gravity of the formal searchings
 in this work. They can be of various kinds, based, for example, on
 proper names ("Stalinnja," "Zalyvci Ellany," "Nepmanjuce," "pol'-
 scyzujet'sja," etc.) or on foreign words ("ihove," "psja-krevyna,"
 "cergibeli");37 they can be neutral ("oklynnja," "Spljanovanisf,"
 "proladano," "holubosyzjano," "pokorscyna") or comic and vulgar
 ("zarizjakano," "oevropejeni," "drypapana," etc.).38 The latter cate-
 gory, especially, is used to establish ironic counterpoint and distance
 between the poet and the represented masses. It is most condensed in
 "A cy ne jest ce naxvalky...," the "answer" to Stalin's injunction.
 The mockery here is inescapable - a mockery not so much of a
 given phenomenon or goal (e.g., collectivization) as of the frenzy
 of its propagation. Hence the inimitable "Nexaj Evropa kumkaje...,"
 etc. The foil, or "model," here is the pseudo-sociological jargon of
 journalism and propaganda, the coining of words for "processes"
 ("pidrizacija") or "states of consciousness" ("pereusvidomlena," "pere-
 perebudemo," "nedomudrennja," etc.). The neologisms of Cernihiv
 constitute an extraordinarily high percent of the total lexical stock -
 undoubtedly the highest in Tycyna's poetry, and most probably the
 highest in any longer work in modern Ukrainian. And this is true,
 one may add, without counting the "logical" neologisms - namely,
 such unexpected but very telling (and ironic) expressions as "u vsi
 znannja uzujemos'," "ne odnym jiji fasyzmom pozmakano," "kil'kisno
 jakisno perexljupujucys'," etc.
 In sum, the word is the focus of attention. But it is brought

 to center-stage not only by the various forms of "building up" or
 "slovotvorennja." The same effect is also attained by "breaking down"
 the word, by creating enjambments within the word itself. This is used
 much more rarely - in fact, only twice, both times in the first poem,
 "Mij druh...." Thus, in the first stanza it is a play on "perenjatyj" :

 floraHHCMO ïx floraHHCM

 ñK KOHH mo BiTpaMH nepeHH

 37 To be sure, iho is now accepted as a Ukrainian word, equivalent to the Russian
 igo; cergibeli is most probably a variation on the Polish ceregiele.
 38 The last is not as opaque as Saxovs'kyj assumes (Pavlo Tycyna, p. 135) and
 is most probably a conflation of zadrypanyj and pan.
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 mu ü 6aHHin caM pocreM moflHH

 and in the second, on "pole" :

 ffe xuAUAacb BepÖHHKa y nojii

 TaM Tenep napoTaroBe aeno

 npoxo^HTb peÔKH nepe3 no
 JieTflTfe iCTOpiK) iCTOpHTb.

 (Tycyna is fond of this device, which nicely imitates the flow and
 elusion of natural speech. In "Pisnja traktorystky," for example,
 one stanza ends with "ta j pojidem, ta j poji..." and the next
 begins with "Dym dymok od masyn...." Unfortunately, this is also
 where the heavy hand of the censor, ever wont to dot the /"s, makes
 itself felt : in all the later editions of Cernihiv the offending "gaps" are
 filled in.) The third stanza of "Mij druh...," however, shows the
 direction in which this device evolves. As Tycyna rhymes "sjajnu"
 with "usja" (which is typical of the oblique rhymes in this poem)
 and then begins the next line with "nova," we see that the
 truncation of words is effectively continued into a masterful gamut
 of internal rhymes. Clearly, these and other aspects of the virtuosic
 instrumentation of Cernihiv require a separate study.

 The dominance of the spoken word and living speech is strongly
 reflected in the meters and rhythms of Cernihiv, and, not least, in the
 total absence of punctuation. It has already been observed that some
 of the poems, particularly "Kupujemo hazetu," "A cy ne jest' ce
 naxvalky," and "Zustricajemo komsomol'civ," approximate the com-
 plex tonic and syllabotonic principles of the castuska.39 Apart from
 these, and the regular amphibrachic and iambic "Tut same demonstra-
 cija proxodyt'," the prevailing meter of Cernihiv is tonic. Thus in "Stara
 Ukrajina" there are two phrase accents in each line (in the opening line
 this also corresponds to the word stress). In the first poem, "Mij druh,"
 there are three accents per line, with the exception of the last two
 lines, the "refrain," which has two (and in the last line of the fourth and

 fifth stanza, only one). The shifting accentual meter is more complex
 in "Pislja c'oho zrozumilo" and in "Dulys' pany." The effect of a
 dynamic, restless, natural rhythm and of new tempos and energies is

 39 Cf. A. Kviatkovskij's "Rytmologija narodnoj õastu§ki," Russkaja literatura 2 (1962):
 92-116.
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 achieved throughout, however. For Tycyna this is the only appro-
 priate means for presenting the new "content," one that is defined
 by "the people" themselves :

 y Hac flo6a m,aycTpiï
 B Hac TeMn i TJiyM üohtohobí

 TpyflH i ahí abotohobí
 3ajlÍ306eT0H0BÍ

 Finally, the word, or human speech, is also an innermost theme of
 Cemihiv. Every poem, without exception, portrays or makes specific
 reference to boasts, threats, vows, curses, or shouts. Apart from the very

 title of the first poem these are, for example :

 MH CJiaBHMO MH XBaJIHMO...

 0 hí MH flCHO KaaeeMO...

 Hexan Eßpona KyMicae...

 XßajiHBCb KOJiHCb xBajibKO a 3apa3 3hob xH3yeTca...

 HH to nepm xBajiböa
 HoMy XBajiböa HOMy me h neprn...

 KpHHÍTb mo HaiíBHme uß Haiti*...

 KjIHHeMCfl KJMTBOK) 3aJlÍ3HO...

 This explosion of noise ("zaperecennjam staroho vybuxajucy") is
 countered by the theme of deafness, which has already been introduced
 in "Mij druh" ("az hluxym dohuknulasja luna"), but which is stated
 fully in "Stara Ukrajina" : "my spotykajemosja hluxnemo/ i nam uze
 ne cuty jak porsnjamy/xodyt' dvyhot po vsesvitu...." This deafness
 is, on the one hand, the inability to perceive the new reality, something
 reminiscent of "I bude tak" from Pluh :

 1 6yae TaK -
 Orini: fleac Te He6o - a He 6any?
 Fjiyxi: MeHi 3,aa€TbCH, npaB^y «6 nonyß!
 KajiiKH: njiany,
 Ojx 60JIK) KpHHy!
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 On the other, as stressed by the imperfective aspect of the verb
 ("hluxnemo"), it is an inevitable human reaction to the ever-present
 noise. In keeping with the introspective nature of this poem and in
 true dialectical fashion, we are shown that assertiveness is inevitably
 accompanied by doubt.

 *
 * *

 Even a brief summation of the thematic interests and formal premises
 of Cernihiv indicates a close correspondence to the poetics of con-
 structivism. The reasons that this has not drawn critical attention

 may be several : that Tycyna, as far as we know, never espoused the
 loudly proclaimed doctrines of the constructivists ; that Cernihiv was
 a passing phase in Tycyna's poetry so that discussion of it never
 went much beyond polemics ; and, finally, that without accompanying
 theoretical pronouncements, constructivist poetry (as witnessed by the
 work of the foremost Ukrainian constructivist, Valerijan Poliscuk)
 was not as easily distinguishable as its proponents believed. The
 similarities, nevertheless, are quite compelling. Apart from the obvious
 thematic desideratum of contemporaneity and immediate experience
 - and, indeed, the identification of constructivism with socialism 40 -
 the constructivists also placed maximal theoretical stress on the word.
 For Kornelij Zelinskij said, "the word is the arena, the battleplace of
 poetry with meaning."41 From this flowed such elaborations as
 the "loading-down" of the word ("gruzifikacija slova") with the goal
 of maximalizing the expressiveness of the smallest units, as "v malom
 mnogoe, v tocke - vsë";42 from this also came the "local principle,"
 that is, the construction of a theme from its most typical components
 (e.g., words or sounds), the replacement of the voice of the author
 by that of his personages, and the use of jargon and argot.43 Thus,
 Il'ja Sel'vinskij's "Vor" (1922) is composed largely of thieves' jargon,
 and "Raport" (1923) of the telegraphic style of military reports, the
 gypsy poems of the sounds of Romany and of gypsy music. Formal
 and acoustic experimentation impinged on "zaum," as, for example,
 in Sel'vinskij's "Cyganskij val's na gitare" :

 40 See Kornelij Zelinskij, Poezija kak smysl: Kniga o konstruktivizme (Moscow, 1929).
 41 Zelinskij, Poezija kak smysl, p. 129.
 42 Cf. the constructivist collection Mena vsex (1924) cited by A.A. Morozov in
 Bol'saia sovetskaia enciklopedija, 3rd ed., s.v. "Konstruktivizm."
 43 Cf. Zelinskij, Poezija kak smysl, p. 140 and passim ; and Morozov, "Konstruktivism."
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 HHÓHb-HH? CoH-bi. ITpox? jiáflbma
 3,aecb B ajijieneax 3arajioxine?-ro caflbi,

 H flOHÓCHTCH TÓJIHKO CTOH'h? THTTaopbi:

 TápaTHHHa-TápaTHHHa-tan . . . 44

 The tendency to irony and comic effects that is so pronounced in
 this poet's early work is also reflected in A. Cicerin's variations (or
 parodies) on the castuska, for example, in his "D've instruèmy" :

 Ka nycfeiKfei Maa

 MejibiicapyöbjibHafl,
 ATaiíflHTH, Ji6y,aa,

 $L Hany! flpbHaa.45

 While Cernihiv does not approach such "zaum," the parallels with
 constructivist theory and practice extend to all the essential points. If
 there is a major divergence or differing premise, it is that for Tycyna
 constructivist principles are not taken as a defining credo on the
 nature of poetry, but are utilized with other heterogeneous elements
 (e.g., the old Ukrainian intermedial tradition) to produce a characteristic
 polyphony. Without considering these parallels, however, neither a
 picture of the poetics of Cernihiv nor of constructivist elements in
 Ukrainian poetry is complete.
 Returning now to our opening question on the genre of Cernihiv, it

 seems clear that it is not a reportage, nor even so much a veristic
 dramatic portrait, as it is a vision, a distillation of the popular
 Ukraine in transition, presented through the verbal analogue of a
 musical composition - not a "symphony" like Skovoroda, but a can-
 tata. It is a polyphony of voices and rhythms and moods, captured with
 manifold artistry and with subtly modulated control. It is yet another
 instance of Tycyna's restless creativity discovering new forms.

 44 IPja Sel'vinskij, Izbrcmnye proizvedenija (Leningrad, 1972), p. 65.
 45 Castuska, ed. V.S. Baxtin (Moscow, 1966), p. 50.
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